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Abstract 

In supersymmetric models with R-parity violating interactions, sneutrinos 
may be produced ass-channel resonances at p,+ p,- colliders. We demonstrate 
that, for R-parity violating couplings as low as w-4 , sneutrinos can be dis
covered and their couplings measured to high accuracy. .The excellent beam 
energy resolution of muon colliders is found to be especially useful for studying 
such resonances in certain cases. 
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Low-energy supersymmetry (SUSY) provides an elegant solution to the gauge hierarchy 
problem and is a leading candidate for physics beyond the standard model (SM). If super
symmetric particles are discovered, the primary goal of future colliders will be to measure 
their properties and thereby determine the SUSY model parameters with high accuracy. 

In many SUSY models, all interactions are assumed to be invariant under R-parity, 
where Rp = +1 ( -1) for ordinary SM particles (superpartners). If R-parity is conserved, 
all superparti:lers must be produced in pairs and the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) 
is stable. However, renormalizable gauge-invariant interactions that are explicitly R-parity 
violating (lilP) are also allowed by the superpotential 

(1) 

where the lepton and quark chiral superfields L = (N, E), Ec, _Q = (U, D), uc, and De 
contain the standard model fermions f and their scalar partners f, and generational indices 
have been suppressed. The first two terms of Eq. (1) violate lepton number L, while the 
last term violates baryon number B. To avoid proton decay, L- and B-violating interactions 
cannot both be present. 

With the couplings of Eq. (1), the scalar partners of SM fermions may be produced 
singly at colliders. In particular, sneutrinos f; may be produced as s-channel resonances at 
lepton colliders [1-3]. Such resonance production is unique in that it probes supersymmetric 
masses up to Js with large statistics. As sneutrinos are likely to be among the lighter 
superparticles, even a first stage muon collider with Js = 80- 250 GeV will cover much 
of the typically expected mass range. Further, the distinctive decays of sneutrinos in flp 
SUSY theories ensure their early discovery at general purpose colliders. Muon colliders, with 
planned luminosities of .C rv 0.1-1 fb- 1 /yr and exceptionally high beam energy resolutions, 
have been shown to provide excellent opportunities for studying narrow-width Higgs boson 
resonances [4]. Here, we demonstrate that, once the sneutrino mass is approximately known, 
lilP sneutrino studies also hold great promise at muon collideis. 

We may write the L-violating terms of Eq. (1) as 

(2) 

where i < j, all other generational indices are arbitrary, and V is the CKM matrix. At 
muon colliders, sneutrinos De and Dr may be produced in the s-channel through A couplings. 
They can then decay through A (X) couplings to charged lepton (down-type quark) pairs 
with widths f(f;-+ JJ') = Nc(h2 /167r)mv, where Nc is the color factor and his the relevant 
.ff-p coupling. Sneutrinos may also have Rp-conserving decays, such as f; -+ vx0 , where the 
lightest neutralino x0 subsequently decays to three SM fermions through lj.p interactions. 

The phenomenology of sneutrino resonances is thus rather complicated in full generality. 
However, in analogy with the Yukawa couplings, lj.p couplings involving higher generational 
indices are usually expected to be larger. We therefore focus on Dr production through the 
coupling A232 , and, in addition to the decay Dr -+ J.L+ J.C, consider the possibility of Dr -+ bb 
decays governed by A~33 . For simplicity, we take these two flp couplings to be real and 
assume that all other flp parameters are negligible. We wnl also consider a scenario in 
which the Rp-conserving decay Dr -+ Vr x0 is important. Fig. 1 shows representative decay 
widths for the three modes. 
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FIG. 1. Contours of total decay width rvT in GeV (i) for mvT = 100 GeV, assuming only .ftp 

decays i/7 -+ J.L+J.L-,bb are open, and (ii) for mvT = 150 GeV, assuming that i/7 -+ V7X0 decays 
are also allowed, with x0 =Band fixed >.232 = 5 x w-5 . (In (ii), for any currently allowed >.232, 

r(vT-+ J.L+J.L-) « riiT unless mxo > 145 GeV and AJ33 < 0.01.) 

The cross section for resonant ii7 production is 

(3) 

where a factor of 2 has been explicitly included to account for both ii7 and v; exchange, 
X denotes a generic final state from iiT decay, and r iiT is the total sneutrino decay width. 
The effective cross section aii,. is obtained by convoluting criiT ( .JS) with the collider's .JS 
distribution. Neglecting (for purposes of discussion) bremsstrahlung and beamstrahlung, 
this distribution is well-approximated by a Gaussian distribution with rms width 

(4) 

where the beam energy resolution factor R is typically in the range (0.003- 0.1)%. In two 
extreme limits, avT can be expressed in terms of branching fractions B as 

(5) 

If only highly suppressed flp decays are present, avT <X rvT/cr.;s. The small values of cr.,;s 
possible at a muon collider thus provide an important advantage for probing small fip 
couplings. At a muon collider, the effects of bremsstrahlung are small (but are included in 
our numerical results); beamstrahlung is negligible. 

There are a widevariety of low-energy constraints on ..\232 and ..\333 [5); the most stringent 
of these are collected in Table I. Bounds on these individual couplings may be found in the 
literature. Their product is most stringently bounded by B decays [3,10]. In the NDDc 
diagonal basis of Eq. (2), the product is most tightly constrained by applying the bound 
B(B--+ JJ-Il) < 2.1 x 10-5 [7] to the operator _>-232;a33 Vpb(JJRvL)(ui,bR)· In the alternative 

mfL 
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TABLE I. Upper bounds on the couplings ..\232 and ,\;Ts). 
Upper Bound 

0.06 [miLR/100 GeV] 
0.6- 1.3 (2a) 
0.089 (mfL/100 GeVf 
1.0 [mv,./100 GeV] 1

/
2 

0.0012 [mv,./100 GeVf 

Process 

~f;=;~~~~ [2,6,7] 
I4 (mq = 0.3- 1 TeV) [8] 
B- -+ J.LV 

B 0-F (2mv,. = mbR) [9] 
Bs -+ J.L+ J.L-

EU De diagonal basis, the Jjlp interactions .A/~n (Vm9NzD9D~ - EzUmD~) generate the opera

tor- >.2:}a~a ~~(J..tRJ..tL)(dtbR), which is stringently bounded by B(Bs-+ f..£+ f..£-) < 7.7 x 10-7 

[11]. Fr~~ Table I we see that bounds on the product are highly basis-dependent. We 
shall not assume that X is diagonal in any particular basis, but only that ..\333 is dominant. 
For typical superpartner masses, appropriate limits are then >.232 ;S 0.06, >-333 ;S 1, and 

. >-232..\333 ;S 0.001. 
The signals for V7 production depend on the V7 decay patterns. We consider two well

motivated scenarios. In the first, mv,. < mxo, and V7 decays only through flp operators. 1 

Neglecting Jjlp couplings other than >.232 and >-333 , the signal is f..£+ f..£- or bb pairs in the final 
state. For concreteness, we consider mv,. = 100 GeV. 

The dominant backgrounds are Bhabha scattering and f..£+ f..£- -+ "(*, Z* -+ f..£+ f..£-, bb. To 
reduce these, we apply the following cuts: for the f..£+ f..£- (bb) channel, we require 60° < () < 
120° (10° < () < 170°) for each muon (b quark). The stronger () cuts in the f..£+ f..£- channel 
are needed to remove the forward-peaked Bhabha scattering. We also require lm/l- mv,. I < 
7.5 GeV in both channels to reduce background from radiative returns to the Z. 

After the cuts above and including beam energy spread and bremsstrahlung, the back
ground cross sections at Js = 100 GeV are a(J..t+ f..£-) = 3.5 x 104 fb and <J(bb) = 2.0 x 105 fb. 
Given the two options of (.C,R) = (0.1 fb- 1/yr,0.003%) and (l.fb-1/yr,0.1%), we find that 
the former maximizes S / ..fB when r ii,. is small. In this scenario, r ii,. is unknown a priori, 
but since a very small rzi,. is quite possible (see Fig. 1), we employ this option. With this 
choice, signal cross sections after cuts are given by the solid contours in Fig. 2. We see that 
the cross sections may be extremely large (> 1 nb) in some regions of the allowed parameter 
space. 

In Fig. 2 we also give sneutrino resonance discovery contours for two extreme possibilities. 
In the most optimistic case, the sneutrino mass is exactly known and the total luminosity 
is applied at the sneutrino resonance peak. The corresponding "optimistic" 3<J discovery 
contours are given by dashed lines. (In calculating S/VB for the bb mode here and below, we 

1 If, as expected, right-handed sleptons are lighter than sneutrinos, i/ -+ vlRlR will be kinematically 
allowed. However, such decays are competitive with lj?,p decays only if (i) the lj?,p decays have the 
very small widths found for .flp couplings close to or below the discovery limit and (ii) B and fR 
are very light such that the Rp-conserving decay is nearly maximal. We therefore neglect decays 
to f R in this analysis. 
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FIG. 2. Contours for (i) ~(J.L+J.L- -T v7 -T J.L-+:J.L-) and (ii) ~(J.L+J.L- -T v7 -T bb) (solid) in fb 

after cuts for the m;;.,. < mxo scenario, with ...jS = m;;.,. = 100 Ge V and R = 0.003%. The dashed 
and dotted contours give the optimistic and pessimistic/scan 3~ discovery boundaries, respectively, 
for total integrated luminosity L = 0.1 fb- 1. (See discussion in text.) 

include a 75% efficiency for tagging at least one b quark.) More realistically, the sneutrino 
mass will be known only approximately from other colliders with some uncertainty ±!.6.mv.,.; 
we assume .6.mv.,. = 100 MeV using the fully reconstructable ljr,p decays. To ensure significant 
overlap with the i/7 resonance, the luminosity should be distributed uniformly within this 
interval into N = (.6.mv.,./ .6.Js) + 1 scan points, where .6.Js = max[2CJv'S, fv.,.]· As noted 
above, r ii.,. is unknown beforehand in this scenario; to allow for the possibility of very narrow 
widths, we choose .6.Js = 2CJv'S. We conservatively assume that all N points must be scanned 
before an observable signal becomes apparent.2 If rii.,. < CJv'S, the worst possible case is when 
mv.,. lies midway between two scan points. For discovery, we demand a 3CJ excess in the 
combined data of these two points. If the width is large, the most difficult possibility is that 
mv lies at one end of the mass interval, so luminosity is collected in only one half of the peak. .,. . 
We demand a 3CJ excess in the combined data collected at scan points lying within fv.,./2 of 
mv.,.. The resulting "pessimistic/scan" i/7 discovery boundaries are the dotted contours of 
Fig. 2. The actual discovery limit should lie between the dashed and dotted contours. We 
see that i/7 resonance observation is possible for ljr,p couplings as low as 10-3 - 10-4 . 

We now consider a second scenario in which mv.,. > mxo. In addition to the f(,p decays 
of the previous scenario, decays i/7 -+ l/7 x0 are therefore allowed and typically dominate, 
with x0 then decaying to V7 J.LJ.L or VJ..LJ.LT through the A232 coupling, or vTbb through the .:\~33 
coupling. We assume that no other i/7 decays are significant, and x0 -+ lRfR is closed. (Note 
that i/7 -+ v7 lRfR, even if kinematically allowed, is again negligible, as it is typically highly 
suppressed relative to i/7 -+ V7 x0.) The final signals are then J.L+ J.L-+ $r, J.L±T=r= + $r, and 
bb+ Jtr. For this scenario, we consider masses mv.,. = 150 GeV and mxo = 100 GeV. 

The signal cross sections for the vx0 channel (without cuts) and the direct ljr,p bb channel 

2To maximize the probability of discovering a broad resonance early, the scan should be optimized 
by ordering the scan points such that, at any given time, the completed scan points are roughly 
uniformly distributed in the !:l.mv.,. interval. 
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FIG. 3. Contours for (i) 0'(/-L+ 1-L- -+ i/7 -+ vx0 ) (no cuts) and (ii) 0'(/-L+ 1-L- -+ i/7 -+ bb) (after 

cuts) in fb assuming m;;.,. = 150 GeV, mxo = 100 GeV, and x0 =B. The optimistic (dashed) and 
pessimistic/scan {dotted) discovery contours assume L = 1 fb-1 and R = 0.1%. (See text.) 

(after cuts as in Fig. 2) are plotted in Fig. 3. (The cross section for the direct flp J.L+ J.L
channel is negligible unless >.232 is close to its current upper bound.) The leading backgrounds 
to the vx0 channels are from WW(*) and ZZ(*). To reduce these, we require ItT > 25 GeV, 
that the visible final state fermions have PT > 25 Ge V and 60° < () < 120° for the·lepton 
modes (40° < () < 140° for the bb ItT mode), and that the invariant mass of the two visible 
fermions be > 50 Ge V. With these cuts, the total combined background in the vx0 channels 
is rv 1 fb. 

In Fig. 3, we also give 3a discovery contours for both optimistic and pessimistic/scan 
cases as before. In the case of the vx0 mode, we sum over all final channels and employ 
Poisson statistics. The kinematic distributions for the $T modes depend on the masses 
of the superpartners entering virtually in the x0 decay. As an example, we have taken all 
sleptons degenerate with i/7 and mh,R = 200 GeV. With the~e masses, the overall signal 

efficiency is 10% for both the J.L+ J.L- + JET and bb+ JET channels (where, in the latter case, 
the b-tagging efficiency has been included as before); we assume a similar efficiency for the 
J.L±TOF+ ItT channel. 

The scan requires discussion. In this scenario, the dominant decay i/7 -+ v7 x0 results in 
missing energy, so direct reconstruction of m;;.,. is impossible; the i/7 mass measurement at 
other colliders must then rely on kinematic endpoints, yielding typically ~m;;.,. ""' 2 GeV. 
(More accurate mass measurements are possible if fip bb decays are also observed, but 
we will not assume this here.) However, in contrast to the previous scenario, f;;.,. is large 
and can be computed based on measurements of the x0 mass and composition [and rb -
B(i/7 -+ bb)/ B(i/7 -+ v7 x0 ) if significant] at other colliders. For our choice of parameters, 
f;;.,. = 0.36 GeV(1 + rb), so we scan with ~VS = f;;.,. and R = 0.1% (which is adequate and 
allows maximal .C). 

From Fig. 3, we see that the nearly background-free vx0 mode makes possible a dramatic 
improvement in discovery reach compared to the m;;.,. < mxo scenario. The i/7 resonance 
may be discovered for >.232 ,<: 10-4, irrespective of the value of >.333 . Note that the discovery 
region in the direct fJ-p bb channel is partially excluded by current bounds on >.232>.333 . 

Once we have found the sneutrino resonance via the scan described, the crucial goal will 
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FIG. 4. x2 = 1 contours in the (/);.),232/ >.232, D.>-333 / >.333 ) plane for (i) the 

m;;.,. = 100 GeV < mxo scenario, assuming L = 0.3 fb-I, R = 0.003% and (ii) them;;.,. = 150 GeV 
> mxo = 100 GeV scenario, assuming L = 3 fb- 1, R = 0.1%. Contours are for >.232 = 5 x 10-4 

and >-333 =: (a) 10-5 ; (b) 5 x 10-4; (c) 10-2 ; (d) 10-1; (e) 0.3. 

be to precisely measure the relevant Jl.P couplings. In them;;.,. < mxo scenario, the discovery 
scan gives a precise determination of m;;.,. (and, iff;;.,. > 2av's, a rough determination of 
f;;.,.). We then envision accumulating L = 0.1 fb- 1 (R = 0.003%) at each of the three 
points .jS = m;;.,., m;;.,. ± !:1.j8j2, where !:1.j8 = max[20"v's, f;;.,.]. The off-resonance points 
ensure good sensitivity to f;;.,.. This is especially crucial when f;;.,. > av'S, as in this case a 
single measurement of CJ;;.,. at .jS = m;;.,. determines B(v7 --4 J..t+ JF) but not f(v7 --4 J..t+ J..t-); 
see Eq. (5). In the m;;.,. > mxo scenario, we noted that f;;.,. can be computed with good 
precision from observations at other colliders; we assume a ±5% error for f;;.,.. We would 
then run only at .jS ~ m;;.,. and accumulate L = 3 fb- 1 (R = 0.1%). In Fig. 4, the 
resulting x2 = 1 error contours are plotted for each of the two scenarios. We find 10" 
errors of /:1A.232 / A.232 rv 2 - 15% for the representative value. of A.232 = 5 x 10-4, which 
is not very far inside the discovery regions; !:1A.~33 / A.~33 rv 10 - 30% is achieved if A.~33 is 
not too small. For small A.~33 in the V7 ----* V7 X0 scenario, /:1A.232/ A232 rv 3, 6, 10, 38, 110% for 
A.232 = 10-3 , 5 x 10-4 , 3 x 10-4 , 10-4 , 5 x 10-5 , respectively. Note that for small Jl,p couplings, 
absolute measurements through other processes and at other colliders are extremely difficult, 
as they typically require that flp effects be competitive with a calculable Rp-conserving 
process. For example, Jl,p neutralino branching ratios constrain only ratios of Jl,p couplings. 

As a final remark, we note that flp interactions can split the complex scalar i/7 into 
a real CP-even and a real CP-odd mass eigenstate. This splitting is generated both at 
tree-level (from sneutrino-Higgs mixing) and radiatively, and both contributions depend on 
many SUSY parameters. However, such flp terms also generate neutrino masses, and it 
is generally true that the sneutrino splittings generated are O(mv) [12]. Given the current 
bound V 7 < 18.2 MeV [13], we see that T sneutrino splittings may be as large as 0(10 MeV). 
A muon collider with R = 0.003% would be unique in its ability to resolve splittings of the 
resonance peak at the MeV level or better. The discovery of a non-zero v7 mass would be a 
significant motivation for exploring possible sneutrino splittings to high precision. 

In summary, we have demonstrated that a muon collider is an excellent tool for discover
ing sneutrino resonances and measuring their R-parity violating couplings. In addition, such 
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a collider is unique in its ability to resolve the splitting between the CP-even and CP-odd 
sneutrino components when this splitting is as small as expected given the current bounds 
on neutrino masses. Further details will appear in a subsequent paper (5]. 
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